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ABSTRACT
GeMMA (Genome Modelling and Model Annotation)
is a new approach to automatic functional subfamily
classification within families and superfamilies of
protein sequences. A major advantage of GeMMA
is its ability to subclassify very large and diverse
superfamilies with tens of thousands of members,
without the need for an initial multiple sequence
alignment. Its performance is shown to be compa-
rable to the established high-performance
method SCI-PHY. GeMMA follows an agglomerative
clustering protocol that uses existing software for
sensitive and accurate multiple sequence alignment
and profile–profile comparison. The produced
subfamilies are shown to be equivalent in quality
whether whole protein sequences are used or just
the sequences of component predicted structural
domains. A faster, heuristic version of GeMMA that
also uses distributed computing is shown to
maintain the performance levels of the original
implementation. The use of GeMMA to increase
the functional annotation coverage of functionally
diverse Pfam families is demonstrated. It is further
shown how GeMMA clusters can help to predict the
impact of experimentally determining a protein
domain structure on comparative protein modelling
coverage, in the context of structural genomics.
INTRODUCTION
Clustering proteins according to function would be much
easier if all proteins were fully functionally annotated. A
biologically meaningful clustering might then group
together all proteins with the same function that could
be shown to be homologous to each other. The vast
majority of proteins in a genome, however, do not have
the highest quality experimentally characterized and trace-
able author statement annotations (1). Computational
methods exist for protein function prediction but many
proteins still lack even an inferred functional annotation
and many of the annotations that are available are not
very speciﬁc. Furthermore, estimates of the error
rate for the annotation of complete genomes vary from
<5t o>40% depending on the types of function (2,3).
Gene3D (4), derived from the CATH classiﬁcation of
protein structure (5), and Superfamily (6), derived from
the SCOP classiﬁcation of protein structure (7), contain
predicted protein domain sequences assigned to structural
domain superfamilies. These superfamilies can show
homology beyond the sensitivity of sequence comparison
methods. A very general functional annotation is assigned
to each superfamily; however, the domain sequences
that they contain are not divided into more speciﬁc
functional subfamilies. If they were, much greater
insights might be gained into the nature and evolution
of protein function. Potential applications of this subfam-
ily classiﬁcation could be in protein molecular function
prediction, identiﬁcation and characterization of pro-
tein active sites, provision of sequence alignments for
homology modelling in the twilight zone, and
phylogenetic proﬁling. In addition, structural genomics
targets could be selected to improve the structural
coverage of protein function (8,9).
There has been much progress in the last few years in
the development of computational methods for protein
function prediction. The main approach relies on the fun-
damental notion of inheriting functional annotations from
a sequence homologue. However, it is diﬃcult to establish
what the necessary level of similarity is, and very similar
sequences or even clear homologues are often not avail-
able. There are three main types of methods that attempt
to overcome these diﬃculties and that are appropriate to
function prediction within superfamilies: phylogenomics;
pattern recognition; and clustering, all of which have been
reviewed recently (10).
Phylogenomics (11) uses the evolutionary relation-
ships within a family of proteins to improve the
accuracy of functional annotation transfer. All identiﬁ-
able homologues of a query sequence are aligned, a
phylogenetic tree is built and all bifurcations are
marked, by reference to a taxonomic tree, as duplication
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rise to orthologues (reconciliation). Orthologues generally
retain the same molecular function, while paralogues
are often free to evolve new functions. SIFTER (12) is a
method designed to inherit GO annotations from
orthologues and inparalogues within a Pfam (13)
domain family. Inparalogues are paralogues within the
same genome that arose from a gene duplication event
after speciation. These tend to be more functionally
similar than outparalogues that arose from a gene dupli-
cation event in an ancestral species.
Pattern recognition methods classify proteins using
locally conserved sequence patterns. This contrasts with
phylogenomics, which typically uses whole protein
sequences. The classic patterns used are PROSITE
motifs (14), typically just a few amino acids long and
stored in the form of regular expressions. PRINTS (15)
uses discontinuous proﬁles referred to as ‘ﬁngerprints’ that
are similar to a number of PROSITE patterns spread out
along a protein sequence. Most resources developed
today, however, use proﬁles that represent protein func-
tional domains. ProDom (16) uses proﬁles in the form of
PSI-BLAST position-speciﬁc scoring matrices (PSSMs),
while Pfam (13), SMART (17), PANTHER (18), PIRSF
(19) and TIGRFAMs (20) use hidden Markov models
(HMMs).
Pfam is a comprehensive collection of protein families
that is, amongst many other applications, extensively used
in structural genomics. However, as is common with many
functional family resources, these are generally families of
paralogues and show some diversiﬁcation of function.
Some approaches have been developed to address the sub-
division of protein functional families into functional
subfamilies. Funshift (21), for example, is an automatic
entropy-based approach that uses Rate Shifting Sites
and Conservation Shifting Sites to subdivide Pfam
families into subfamilies whose functions are likely to
have shifted away from those of other subfamilies.
PANTHER on the other hand relies on expert curation
to divide families into subfamilies, which requires broad
expertise and is time consuming.
Clustering can be used to group together sequences
based on some measure of similarity. If it is assumed
that the obtained clusters are functionally pure then
sequences without annotations may inherit from
annotated members of the same cluster. ProtoNet (22)
aims to cluster the whole of protein sequence space
using a very eﬃcient algorithm (23). A hierarchical tree
of clusters is automatically generated, where the lower
a cluster is situated in the tree the smaller it is and the
more similar are its proteins to each other. The user
is required to browse the clustering hierarchy to identify
the level most appropriate to their requirements.
The CluSTr database (24) oﬀers a similarly compre-
hensive and automatic classiﬁcation of UniProt
Knowledgebase (25) and IPI (26) proteins into groups of
related proteins.
Similar to the use of evolutionary relationships in
phylogenomics, some resources attempt to improve the
accuracy of clustering by restricting themselves to
orthologues and inparalogues. Notable amongst these
are eggNOG (27), InParanoid (28) and OrthoMCL (29).
eggNOG clusters orthologues at diﬀerent levels of taxo-
nomic granularity, allowing the user to choose the most
appropriate level. To accommodate the modularity of
protein sequences, diﬀerent domains within a protein are
assigned to diﬀerent orthologous groups. InParanoid
specializes in orthologous pairs in eukaryotic model
organisms while MultiParanoid (30) extends these binary
relationships to groups. Both eggNOG and InParanoid
infer orthology and paralogy using BLAST reciprocal
best hits, while OrthoMCL uses the Markov clustering
(MCL) algorithm (31)
PhyloFacts (32) is another collection of protein
families divided into functional subfamilies, where the
latter are represented by subfamily HMMs. It uses an
automatic and computationally eﬃcient pipeline to carry
out phylogenomic subclassiﬁcation of the members of
protein families. The central algorithm, SCI-PHY
(Subfamily Classiﬁcation in Phylogenomics) (33), uses a
minimum-encoding-cost criterion to automatically deter-
mine the number of subfamilies to divide a family into.
The method may be regarded as a hybrid of pattern rec-
ognition and clustering methods. SCI-PHY, however, in
common with phylogenomic methods, requires an
accurate multiple alignment of protein sequences as a
starting point. Such an alignment, however, cannot be
constructed for many of the large domain super-
families since they have many members and their
sequences are typically very diverse. Even if it is techni-
cally feasible to force an alignment of all the members of a
very large superfamily, the alignment is likely to be erro-
neous and thus inappropriate as the starting point for
SCI-PHY.
In this article, we present a new automated method,
GeMMA (Genome Modelling and Model Annotation),
for functional subfamily identiﬁcation in Gene3D
superfamilies of predicted CATH domains (4). GeMMA
may be regarded as another hybrid method for subfamily
classiﬁcation like SCI-PHY, using pattern recognition and
clustering, but unlike SCI-PHY and phylogenomic
methods it does not require an initial multiple alignment
of all sequences that are to be analysed. Furthermore,
GeMMA can be ‘trained’ on high-quality annotated
protein families, to derive generalized similarity thresholds
for clustering sparsely or low-quality annotated families.
Since it is built on top of the CATH classiﬁcation of
protein structures (5), GeMMA has the potential to be a
particularly powerful tool in the study of protein evolution
and for target selection in structural genomics. In the
CATH database, protein structures in the PDB (34) are
chopped into globular structural domains and these are
assigned to very carefully manually curated superfamilies,
on the basis of core similarities in their structures.
Structure is more conserved than sequence and so these
superfamilies can reveal very remote homology that is
undetectable by sequence comparison methods. In
addition, domains within a CATH superfamily often
contain extensive embellishments around the conserved
core structure (35), which further adds to the sequence
diversity observed in these families.
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large collection of HMMs constructed using all represen-
tative CATH domains as their seed sequences. Since
CATH domain boundaries are carefully manually
checked the boundaries of Gene3D predicted CATH
domains are reasonably accurate. This improves the
chances of their expression and crystallization for struc-
ture determination in structural genomics. The collection
of all sequences that match the representative CATH
HMMs within a superfamily can be extremely large and
diverse. The top 25 superfamilies of predicted CATH
domains in Gene3D 7.0 contain >40000 sequences
each, with the largest containing more than 300000.
GeMMA can cope with very large sets of sequences and
extreme sequence diversity unlike phylogenomic methods
and SCI-PHY, since it is not necessary to generate an
alignment of all sequences as the ﬁrst step in the
analysis. Moreover, by dividing proteins up into their
component domains, domains from diﬀerent domain
contexts may be easily compared, and the chaining
together of unrelated domain sequences during sequence
comparison is avoided.
While there is a shortage of good benchmarks for
computational protein function prediction, the SCI-PHY
method has been extensively benchmarked (36). Its perfor-
mance was compared to the three other sequence-only
methods Secator (37), Ncut (38) and CD-HIT (39), and
found to be superior. Part of this benchmark was derived
from one of the few readily available and high-quality
benchmark sets, the protein families in the Structure–
Function Linkage Database (SFLD) (40). The latter
currently contains six manually curated, mechanistically
diverse enzyme superfamilies. These six superfamilies
are further divided into a total of 140 annotated
subfamilies. Use of the SFLD as a challenging benchmark
for function prediction methods has been described
previously (41).
Since the SFLD families are probably the best curated
set to date we chose them as a training set to derive
generalized cluster similarity cut-oﬀs for clustering whole
protein and domain sequences. This was necessary
because family-speciﬁc cut-oﬀs cannot be derived in case
of sparsely or low-quality annotated families (as in many
of the Pfam families). However, at the same time, we felt it
would be important to use the most reliable (i.e. SFLD)
families in benchmarking, above all because this enables a
reliable performance comparison with SCI-PHY. We thus
followed a dual strategy: ﬁrstly, benchmarking of
GeMMA versus SCI-PHY on each individual SFLD
family with the respective family not included in the
GeMMA training set (‘leave-one-out’ approach), and
secondly, derivation of a generalized GeMMA cut-oﬀ
for a larger Pfam benchmark from all six SFLD
families. The SFLD benchmark is extended in a logical
step-wise manner: ﬁrst to the analysis of the conserved
CATH domains that are predicted in the SFLD whole
proteins and then to the whole Gene3D 7.0 superfamilies
of these predicted domains. The latter are considerably
larger than the subsets found in the SFLD. The success
of GeMMA is measured using three previously published
scoring functions used to assess the performance of
SCI-PHY.
Subsequent to benchmarking GeMMA on the expert
SLFD sequence set, its performance is compared to SCI-
PHY again, in a larger, more diverse benchmark set
derived from Pfam. This is intended to ensure that the
generalized GeMMA threshold derived is broadly appli-
cable and not optimized to just a limited set of small
families. A high-throughput version of GeMMA is
developed for use on a compute cluster in order to make
the analysis of large superfamilies of protein domains
possible. Various strategies are employed to speed up
this version of the algorithm while the SFLD benchmark
is used to ensure there is no deterioration in performance.
Finally, GeMMA is applied to the analysis of 11 CATH
superfamilies selected by the Midwest Center for
Structural Genomics (MCSG) for target selection to
improve the coverage of structurally under-represented
superfamilies in the second phase of the Protein
Structure Initiative (PSI-2) (42). It is demonstrated that
GeMMA accurately predicts many more targets for com-
parative protein modelling that produce acceptable
models than are predicted by the commonly used
approach (sequence comparison and selection of targets
that share at least 30% sequence identity with the avail-
able template structures).
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The GeMMA algorithm is analogous to building a tree by
starting at the leaves and working inwards towards the
trunk, rather than starting at the trunk and working
outwards. It is somewhat similar to the agglomerative
clustering approach previously used in the SATCHMO
sequence alignment and tree construction method (43).
Most tree-based approaches require an initial multiple
alignment of all the sequences that are to be analyzed.
However, this becomes impossible as the size and diversity
of the sequence set grows above a certain level. GeMMA
avoids this problem, since it is unlikely that all of the
sequences in a data set will need to be grouped together
into a single alignment (and if so in the very last, not the
very ﬁrst iteration). It is thus possible to analyse data sets
such as very large Gene3D superfamilies.
FS-GeMMA
The basic GeMMA algorithm is referred to as ‘Full Scale’
or FS-GeMMA to distinguish it from the high-throughput
method described later (Figure 1). Put simply, the
GeMMA algorithm performs iterative all-against-all
proﬁle–proﬁle comparison of a set of sequence clusters
followed by merging of the most similar clusters and
then re-alignment of the newly created (merged) clusters.
This is a modular process and in principle any proﬁle–
proﬁle comparison and sequence alignment method may
be used. GeMMA currently uses COMPASS (44) for
proﬁle–proﬁle comparison and MAFFT (45) for
sequence alignment, due to the speed and accuracy of
these two methods. In addition, the latest version of
MAFFT is capable of aligning up to 50000 sequences,
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of aligning. Proﬁle–proﬁle comparison scores are stored
after each iteration to avoid unnecessarily repeating
comparisons. COMPASS calculates an E-value corre-
sponding to the proﬁle-proﬁle comparison score and this
E-value is used to monitor the progress of GeMMA.
An E-value cut-oﬀ is used as a termination condition for
the algorithm (see below).
The output of GeMMA is a set of sequence clusters
each in the form of a FASTA format multiple sequence
alignment (with a hierarchical tree of these clusters as a
by-product). Ideally, the aim of the GeMMA analysis is to
partition the sequences in the data set into separate
clusters with one cluster representing each function, and
each member of a cluster having the same function as all
the other members. In the case of convergent evolution to
the same function within a data set, multiple subfamilies
would be expected for this function.
Speeding up GeMMA
GeMMA is a computationally expensive algorithm, with
a number of factors eﬀecting the time that is required
to complete execution. The total number of sequences
determines the number of comparisons that must be
made, longer sequences require more time to be
compared and aligned; and the larger the clusters get as
the GeMMA iterations proceed, the longer the time that
is needed to align sequences and compare those
alignments. Generally speaking execution on a single
processor quickly becomes impractical as the number of
protein sequences rises above about one thousand.
Therefore, an alternative algorithm is devised for high-
throughput analyses using a cluster of compute nodes.
The high-throughput version of GeMMA will
subsequently be referred to as ‘High Throughput’ or
‘HT-GeMMA’.
HT-GeMMA
HT-GeMMA (Figure 2) maintains the overall strategy
of merging the most similar clusters ﬁrst, as implemented
in FS-GeMMA, by carrying out a series of stages of
iterations where the E-value cut-oﬀ is progressively
stepped up. Therefore, in the ﬁrst stage all iterations are
carried out with an E-value cut-oﬀ of 1 10
 80, in the
second stage the E-value cut-oﬀ is stepped up to
1 10
 70, and so on.
Figure 1. A ﬂow chart outlining the basic GeMMA method. This low-
throughput approach is referred to as ‘Full Scale’ or ‘FS-GeMMA’.
Figure 2. A ﬂow chart outlining the high-throughput or HT-GeMMA method. Steps within the grey box are executed on the nodes of a compute
cluster. Pre-clustering is used to reduce the number of clusters in the initial HT-GeMMA iteration.
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distributing most steps of the GeMMA method to nodes
on a compute cluster. Some steps must, however, execute
on the master node since it is necessary to complete all
comparisons in an iteration before merges can take place
and also all merges must be completed before the subse-
quent comparisons in the next iteration can take place.
The master node monitors the completion of these steps
in the method. A number of other strategies are used to
further speed up HT-GeMMA.
An all-v-all matrix of clusters to be compared is loaded
into random access memory (RAM) and this matrix
becomes too large for the amount of RAM typically avail-
able in modern computers when the number of clusters is
above a few thousands. HT-GeMMA is applied in this
work to superfamilies containing up to almost 50000
sequences, and so to avoid exceeding the amount of
RAM available a pre-clustering scheme is employed.
This also dramatically reduces the total number of
comparisons that must be made. Gene3D S30 clusters
are chosen as the starting point for pre-clustering. These
are multi-linkage clusters constructed with a 30%
sequence identity cut-oﬀ following an all-by-all pair wise
comparison of sequences in a Gene3D superfamily. Many
of the sequences within the S30 clusters are likely to be
associated with the same molecular function, and the
clusters are typically small (the mean and maximum
cluster sizes being of the order of 10 and a few 100
sequences, respectively); they are therefore accessible to
FS-GeMMA. A simpliﬁed example is presented in an
appendix to illustrate the reduction in the total number
of comparisons that can be achieved by pre-clustering.
Further details of the strategies and parameters imple-
mented in the GeMMA algorithm are also included in
the appendix. Benchmarking as described below is
used to compare the performance of FS-GeMMA to
HT-GeMMA, and the results are shown to be very
similar.
Benchmarking and optimization
FS-GeMMA is applied to an SFLD benchmark similar to
that used by Brown et al. (36), where they demonstrate the
superior performance of SCI-PHY compared to a number
of other approaches to protein subfamily clustering. The
same three basic scoring schemes are applied: purity, edit
distance, and VI distance (‘Appendix’ section).
Performance score
It is useful to have a single measure for optimizing
GeMMA and comparing its performance to SCI-PHY
that captures the desired balance between high sensitivity
and high speciﬁcity. Edit and VI distances are expressed as
a percentage of their initial values for the given data set by
multiplying by the scaling factors ce and cv respectively,
where
ce ¼ 100=e0
and
cv ¼ 100=v0
Here e=edit distance, v=VI distance, and e0 and v0 are
the initial values of edit and VI distance. respectively.
Initial values of edit and VI distance are calculated after
placing each sequence in the data set into a separate sub-
family. Then,
performance ¼
2p þ 100   ce:e ðÞ þ 100   cv:v ðÞ
4
where p=purity expressed as a percentage.
Since both edit and VI distance are measures of sensi-
tivity but only purity is a measure of speciﬁcity then purity
is multiplied by a factor of 2.
The SFLD benchmark
The benchmark was derived from the Structure-Function
Linkage Database (40); http://sﬂd.rbvi.ucsf.edu/ on 8
January 2009. This database of mechanistically diverse
enzyme superfamilies is manually curated and
continuously updated and now contains six superfamilies
of whole proteins. These are listed in Table 1.
The SFLD-Gene3D and Gene3D benchmarks
A fully conserved CATH domain is found in most of the
SFLD superfamilies. For example, a 3.20.20.140 CATH
domain is found in all sequences in the Amidohydrolase
superfamily (Table 1). A new data set is created called the
SFLD-Gene3D benchmark, consisting of just the Gene3D
7.0 predicted domain sequences of the conserved domains
that are mapped onto SFLD whole proteins. Members of
the Vicinal oxygen chelate superfamily are composed of a
single CATH domain while the other ﬁve superfamilies
are multi-domain proteins. A variety of diﬀerent CATH
Table 1. Composition of the SFLD and corresponding SFLD-Gene3D and Gene3D benchmarks
SFLD superfamily Sequences in
the SFLD and
SFLD-Gene3D
benchmarks
Annotated sequences
(% of total)
Annotation types
(excluding ‘None’)
Conserved CATH
domain superfamily
Domain sequences
predicted in
Gene3D 7.0
Amidohydrolase 1693 802 (47.4) 35 3.20.20.140 15932
Crotonase 1330 931 (70.0) 14 3.90.226.10 19323
Enolase 1556 1152 (74.0) 17 3.20.20.120 4114
Haloacid dehalogenase 1285 936 (72.8) 17 3.40.50.1000 20614
Terpene cyclase 228 228 (100.0) 40 – –
Vicinal oxygen chelate 683 291 (42.6) 17 3.10.180.10 11592
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the Terpene cyclase superfamily is not fully classiﬁed in
CATH and must be excluded from the domain based
analyses.
The Gene3D benchmark consists of all predicted
CATH domains from the Gene3D 7.0 superfamilies that
are identiﬁed as being conserved in the SFLD
superfamilies and that are included in the SFLD-
Gene3D benchmark. Domain predictions are made in
Gene3D for all UniProt sequences and there is a consid-
erably larger number of domains than those that are
found in the proteins classiﬁed in the SFLD. SFLD-
Gene3D benchmark sequences are thus subsets of the
Gene3D benchmark sequences. Some of the additional
domains in the Gene3D benchmark may belong to
proteins that have not yet been classiﬁed in the SFLD,
while others may belong to functional subfamilies that
are not in the SFLD and may yet need to be functionally
characterized. Although some of the extra protein
sequences that domains are derived from have functional
annotations, these are not used in the Gene3D
benchmark. Only the SFLD annotations are used, since
these are the most reliable and allow the results of the
Gene3D benchmark to be compared to those of the
SFLD and SFLD-Gene3D benchmarks.
Superfamily-speciﬁc and generalized E-value cut-oﬀs
The performance score is used to determine the optimal,
family-speciﬁc E-value cut-oﬀ for each SFLD superfamily.
Further, a generalized E-value cut-oﬀ is derived from this
training set, based on where the peak average performance
is observed. This generalized cut-oﬀ is used in applying
GeMMA to a larger Pfam benchmark and a set of
Gene3D superfamilies that have been selected for struc-
tural genomics target selection. SCI-PHY and GeMMA
(using both superfamily-speciﬁc and generalized E-value
cut-oﬀs) are compared in the SFLD benchmark. SCI-
PHY is then again compared to GeMMA (using the
generalized cut-oﬀ) in the larger Pfam benchmark. In
both comparisons the performance score forms the
central measure.
The Pfam benchmark
This is a larger and more diverse benchmark than the
SFLD benchmark. However, it is not suitable for estab-
lishing a generalized E-value cut-oﬀ for GeMMA, due to
the lower level of annotation and the likelihood of these
annotations being, in some cases, less accurate. The broad
applicability of the GeMMA generalized E-value cut-oﬀ is
tested by comparing the performance of GeMMA and
SCI-PHY on this benchmark. Annotations in the form
of four-level Enzyme Commission (EC) numbers are
used, since these represent annotations of the type and
speciﬁcity used in the SFLD benchmark and are relatively
easy to compare. Families are selected from Pfam 23.0
that contain at least two enzyme types annotated with
EC numbers in UniProt (25). A total of 1741 families
are identiﬁed and these contain between 5 and 71535
members each. The largest variety of EC numbers found
in a single Pfam family is for family PF00106, the
short-chain dehydrogenase family, which is annotated
with 87 diﬀerent EC numbers. The largest Pfam family
for which SCI-PHY successfully produces a result
contains 29970 members and so 15 larger families are
removed from the benchmark. This appears to be a
problem with memory allocation for SCI-PHY and ancil-
lary programs. Furthermore, due to the computational
expense of this analysis a representative set of 571 families
is selected to constitute the ﬁnal benchmark, with approx-
imately the same distribution of family size and diversity as
is found in the original 1741 families. The mean number of
diﬀerent EC annotations per family in this data set is 3.6.
The use of Pfam families means that the starting
alignments that SCI-PHY requires are available. EC
annotations are taken from the Gene3D 7.0 database
(4), which are in turn imported from UniProt. An
average of 20.1% of sequences in these 571 Pfam
families have an annotation, compared to an average of
64.1% of sequences that are annotated in the SFLD
benchmark (and the Pfam annotations are not expected
to be as accurate as the SFLD ones). Performance in the
Pfam benchmark is assessed using purity, edit and VI
distance, and the same performance score that is used in
the SFLD benchmark.
To test whether family size or family diversity have a
diﬀerential eﬀect on the two methods, the diﬀerence in
the performance score of GeMMA and SCI-PHY is
plotted against Pfam family size and Pfam family diversity
in the results section. Family diversity is calculated as the
number of multi-linkage clusters at 30% sequence
identity, these being obtained from Gene3D 7.0.
Although family diversity correlates with family size, the
correlation is weak, thus necessitating both plots.
One important use of the function prediction aspect
of GeMMA is to increase the coverage of annotations
within a protein family. This not only increases the
number of sequences with a putative annotation, but
also increases the power of genomic inference methods
such as phylogenetic proﬁling that can be used to
predict functional associations between diﬀerent
proteins. The relatively low percentage of functionally
annotated sequences in this Pfam data set allows the
Table 2. Composition of the 11 superfamilies of predicted CATH
domains chosen for target selection by the Midwest Center for
Structural Genomics and analysed using GeMMA and comparative
protein modelling
Superfamily Total
sequences
Annotated sequences
(% of total)
Annotation
types
3.20.20.140 15932 4355 (27.3) 55
3.30.450.20 29871 8859 (29.7) 17
3.30.450.40 10922 1702 (15.6) 20
3.30.930.10 15250 7888 (51.7) 31
3.40.30.10 38265 3182 (8.3) 86
3.40.50.1000 20614 2240 (10.9) 80
3.40.50.1820 48416 3570 (7.4) 127
3.40.50.620 35974 12022 (33.4) 75
3.40.630.30 27036 1384 (5.1) 77
3.90.1200.10 5671 383 (6.8) 25
3.90.226.10 19323 4838 (25.0) 47
Nucleic AcidsResearch, 2010, Vol.38,No. 3 725inheritance of annotation coverage of GeMMA to be
compared to SCI-PHY. Firstly, all unannotated sequences
within a predicted subfamily are allowed to inherit the
annotation of any annotated member of that subfamily.
Then the total coverage of all sequences in all Pfam
families in the data set is calculated. As well as comparing
GeMMA to SCI-PHY, a comparison is made to using
multi-linkage clusters at 60% sequence identity (Gene3D
S60 clusters), which is considered to be a safe level of
similarity for functional inheritance if simple pair wise
sequence identity is used (46–48).
Application of GeMMA to CATH superfamilies targeted
by structural genomics
The 11 superfamilies of predicted CATH domains chosen
for target selection by the Midwest Center for Structural
Genomics (MCSG) are listed in Table 2. MCSG aims to
broaden the structural coverage of these large and func-
tionally and structurally diverse superfamilies. Note that
the conserved CATH domains from three of the SFLD
superfamilies are also found in this data set (3.20.20.140,
3.40.50.1000 and 3.90.226.10). These superfamilies are too
large and diverse for the construction of single accurate
multiple sequence alignments for each superfamily, and
are thus not accessible to analysis using SCI-PHY.
Analysis is performed using HT-GeMMA with a
generalized E-value cut-oﬀ of 1e
 30, as derived in the
SFLD-Gene3D benchmark.
Comparative protein structure modelling
One of the major goals of structural genomics is to
increase the coverage of protein sequences for which rea-
sonably accurate structural models can be built through
comparative modelling. A common approach to predict-
ing the coverage that could be achieved by experimentally
determining a domain structure is to identify the 30%
sequence identity cluster that contains this proposed
target and then count the number of sequences within
the cluster that would subsequently be targets for compar-
ative modelling. It is generally assumed that a sequence
identity of at least 30% between template and modelling
target will result in a reasonably accurate model. The pro-
portion of accurate models generated decreases rapidly
as the sequence identity falls below 30%. Notably,
however, at the same time, the number of predicted
homologues for a structural template generally increases
rapidly below this threshold. Therefore, a signiﬁcant
number of reasonably accurate models may be built with
sequence identities <30%. Many pair-wise sequence
identities within GeMMA subfamilies are below 30%,
and so GeMMA subfamilies have the potential to
predict signiﬁcantly increased modelling coverage
compared to using 30% sequence identity clusters. This
of course depends on the quality of models built within
GeMMA subfamilies being suﬃciently accurate. To assess
the increased level of coverage that GeMMA can predict,
comparative models are built within subfamilies of the 11
CATH superfamilies and their accuracy is predicted.
This test is particularly important for sequence identities
below 30%.
Several methods exist for predicting the accuracy of a
comparative model when the true structure is unknown
(49). Comparative models are built in this study using
Modeller 9 (50), which has an in-built model assessment
score called GA341. The GA341 score is a nonlinear com-
bination of the percentage sequence identity of the align-
ment used to build the model, the model compactness, and
the Z-score for a combined distance and surface statistical
potential. A GA341 score of at least 0.6 indicates a rea-
sonably accurate model (51).
Comparative models are built using Modeller for all
sequences without an experimentally determined struc-
ture, within subfamilies of the 11 superfamilies of
predicted CATH domains that contain a structural
template. For each sequence, a model is built using each
template within the same subfamily, and the quality of the
models is assessed using the GA341 score. Some
subfamilies contain more than one unique template and
here a model is built for each sequence using each
template. Where multiple models are available for a
target sequence, the model with the highest GA341 score
is retained.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
SFLD benchmark
FS-GeMMA iterations in the SFLD and SFLD-Gene3D
benchmark are terminated at regular E-value cut-oﬀs
ranging from 10
 200 to 10
 10 and results are calculated.
As a general trend, the purity of the resulting clusters
(speciﬁcity) decreases as the E-value cut-oﬀ is increased
above a certain level, while the edit distance decreases
(sensitivity increases) and the VI distance decreases to a
minimum and then increases again (sensitivity increases to
a maximum and then decreases) as the E-value cut-oﬀ is
increased. Purity is sometimes seen to decrease and then
increase again, for example for the Crotonase superfamily
in Figure 3(a). This can arise in at least two diﬀerent ways.
Firstly, two impure clusters can be merged together, so
that the total proportion of impure clusters decreases.
Secondly, a new pure cluster can be created with two
annotated members that were previously in separate
clusters (and thus were not counted), so that the overall
proportion of pure clusters increases. Note also that for
the SFLD-Gene3D Vicinal oxygen chelate domains in
Figure 3(b) at very low E-value cut-oﬀs the purity is
0%. This is because only clusters with at least two
annotated members are included in the calculation of
purity and at very low E-value cut-oﬀs there is no more
than one annotated member in each cluster.
The highest performance scores are obtained at diﬀerent
E-value cut-oﬀs for diﬀerent superfamilies. For example,
the peak for the Amidohydrolase SFLD superfamily in
Figure 3(a) is at 10
 60 while for the Crotonase SFLD
superfamily the peak is at 10
 40. Average performance
scores are calculated for the six SFLD superfamilies in
Figure 3(a) and the ﬁve SFLD-Gene3D superfamilies of
conserved domains in Figure 3(b). The average peak per-
formance for the SFLD superfamilies in Figure 3(a) is at
an E-value cut-oﬀ of 10
 40, while for SFLD-Gene3D in
726 Nucleic Acids Research, 2010,Vol. 38,No. 3Figure 3(b) the peak is at 10
 30. In general, because the
SFLD-Gene3D domains have signiﬁcantly shorter
sequences than the whole SFLD proteins, the signiﬁcance
of the proﬁle–proﬁle similarities between diﬀerent
subfamilies of each superfamily is reduced for
SFLD-Gene3D and the optimal E-value cut-oﬀ is shifted
to a higher value. The SFLD and SFLD-Gene3D
benchmarks suggest a generalized E-value cut-oﬀ of
10
 40 for multi-domain proteins and 10
 30 for single
domains. Performance scores achieved by SCI-PHY and
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Figure 3. GeMMA purity, edit distance, VI distance and performance scores at a range of E-value cut-oﬀs for (a) whole protein sequences in the
SFLD benchmark, and (b) predicted conserved CATH domain sequences in the SFLD-Gene3D benchmark.
Nucleic AcidsResearch, 2010, Vol.38,No. 3 727GeMMA on the set of SFLD protein superfamilies (using
family-speciﬁc E-value cut-oﬀs and the generalized
E-value cut-oﬀ) are listed in detail in Table 3.
Figure 3(b) also suggests the safe initial E-value cut-oﬀ
of 10
 80 that is used in HT-GeMMA.
GeMMA compared to SCI-PHY
Generally, SCI-PHY appears to be optimized for high
speciﬁcity (high purity) at the expense of rather low sen-
sitivity (high edit and VI distances) compared to
GeMMA, as can be seen in Figure 4. Both Figure 4 and
the performance scores in Table 3 indicate that GeMMA
usually achieves a greater balance between sensitivity and
speciﬁcity, which is particularly important in such
applications as structural genomics target selection:
increased sensitivity generally results in a smaller
number of clusters and thus a more manageable number
of targets for structure determination. The reduction in
the number of clusters when using GeMMA compared
to SCI-PHY in the SFLD benchmark may be seen in
Table 4. Only in one and two out of six cases SCI-PHY
yields the lower number of clusters, when GeMMA is used
with superfamily-speciﬁc and generalized thresholds,
respectively.
It is envisioned, however, that SCI-PHY could
potentially be used in conjunction with GeMMA, where
GeMMA breaks down a large superfamily into
subfamilies that are then accessible to SCI-PHY and the
multiple sequence alignment that is required by SCI-PHY
is provided by GeMMA. Subdivision by SCI-PHY could
be performed within GeMMA subfamilies to improve
purity where it is found to be too low.
Superfamily-speciﬁc E-value cut-oﬀs compared to
a generalized E-value cut-oﬀ
The results in Table 3 suggest that the performance of
GeMMA with a generalized E-value cut-oﬀ is typically
quite close to or the same as can be achieved with a
family-speciﬁc E-value cut-oﬀ. This can also be seen in
Figure 3 where the peak in the performance score for
each superfamily is quite blunt and close to the position
of the generalized E-value cut-oﬀ. These observations
support the use of a generalized E-value cut-oﬀ for
GeMMA. It could be argued that the availability of func-
tional annotations for some members of a superfamily
would make it attractive to establish a superfamily-
speciﬁc cut-oﬀ for the analysis of that superfamily. In
the case of the Amidohydrolase superfamily, for
example, superior performance is achieved with a
superfamily-speciﬁc cut-oﬀ. However, a suﬃcient level,
accuracy, diversity and even distribution of functional
annotations will not typically be available to determine a
suitable cut-oﬀ for most superfamilies that are to be
analysed. Inaccuracy, an insuﬃcient level and diversity
or a skewed distribution of functional annotations may
easily suggest an inappropriate cut-oﬀ leading to inaccu-
rate results. Therefore, the generalized E-value cut-oﬀs
(for whole proteins and domains) derived from the very
well annotated SFLD benchmark are recommended for
use in most situations.
High-throughput GeMMA
The results in Figure 5 show the SFLD benchmark being
extended from FS-GeMMA applied to SFLD sequences
to the type of situation in which GeMMA is intended to
be applied, i.e. clustering whole superfamilies of predicted
CATH domains using high-throughput computational
methods. In Table 1 it can be seen that relative to the
SFLD benchmark superfamilies there is an up to 17-fold
increase (for the Vicinal oxygen chelate superfamily) in the
number of sequences found in the corresponding Gene3D
7.0 superfamilies.
The step-wise progression in Figure 5 starts with a com-
parison of FS-GeMMA applied to SFLD sequences to
FS-GeMMA applied to the conserved SFLD-Gene3D
domain sequences. For all three scores the results are
very similar, with no overall trend upwards or downwards
exhibited for any of the scores. This can also be seen in the
performance scores in Table 5. It may be concluded that
there is suﬃcient sequence information in the conserved
domains alone to reproduce the results that are obtained
when analysing the whole protein sequences.
The analysis is then extended to show that HT-
GeMMA produces the same or very similar results to
FS-GeMMA when applied to the same sets of SFLD-
Gene3D domain sequences. Edit distances are consistently
lower for HT-GeMMA but the diﬀerence is not thought to
be signiﬁcant. Overall performance scores are very similar
throughout.
Finally, the results are shown for HT-GeMMA applied
to the Gene3D benchmark of whole superfamilies of
predicted CATH domains obtained from Gene3D 7.0.
Only the original SFLD annotations are used in this last
Table 3. Performance scores for SCI-PHY, GeMMA with a generalized
E-value cut-oﬀ (GeMMA generalized), and GeMMA with superfamily-
speciﬁc E-value cut-oﬀ (GeMMA speciﬁc) in the SFLD benchmark
Superfamily Method Performance score
Amidohydrolase SCI-PHY 77.99
GeMMA generalized 84.83
GeMMA speciﬁc 92.77
Crotonase SCI-PHY 81.29
GeMMA generalized 88.25
GeMMA speciﬁc 88.25
Enolase SCI-PHY 91.70
GeMMA generalized 90.14
GeMMA speciﬁc 90.59
Haloacid dehalogenase SCI-PHY 77.18
GeMMA generalized 90.70
GeMMA speciﬁc 98.28
Terpene cyclase SCI-PHY 54.99
GeMMA generalized 53.64
GeMMA speciﬁc 67.80
Vicinal oxygen chelate SCI-PHY 69.02
GeMMA generalized 74.97
GeMMA speciﬁc 84.38
Note that the generalized GeMMA cut-oﬀs used for each superfamily
correspond to the level of peak performance when performance scores
are averaged over the remaining ﬁve families, respectively (leave-one-
out approach).
728 Nucleic Acids Research, 2010,Vol. 38,No. 3step of the benchmark even though some additional
annotations are available for the extra sequences in
Gene3D. Overall, there is a small decrease in the perfor-
mance score when HT-GeMMA is applied to the much
larger Gene3D superfamilies, with purity generally being a
little lower and edit and VI distances generally being a
little higher. Although the level of decrease in the
performance is not large, with performance scores falling
by no more than about 7% in the worst case (Table 5),
and many other methods, such as SCI-PHY, are not appli-
cable to such large and diverse data sets, some possible
explanations are put forward. The SFLD superfamilies
only contain carefully manually ﬁltered sequences while
all available sequences from UniProt are imported into
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Figure 4. Purity, edit distance and VI distance for GeMMA with generalized (leave-one-out approach) and superfamily-speciﬁc E-value cut-oﬀs and
for SCI-PHY in the SFLD benchmark. Values for edit distance and VI distance for unclustered sequences are the initial values that are used in the
calculation of the performance score. For unclustered sequences purity always has a value of zero.
Nucleic AcidsResearch, 2010, Vol.38,No. 3 729Gene3D and this probably includes some protein
fragments and less rigorously validated sequences. In
addition, the increased sequence diversity in the Gene3D
superfamilies may make these more challenging data sets
for GeMMA.
Pfam benchmark
GeMMA compared to SCI-PHY. For both GeMMA with
a generalized E-value cut-oﬀ and SCI-PHY, the majority
of performance scores in the Pfam benchmark are found
in the top three bins (Figure 6). This suggests a similar
level of performance to that seen in the SFLD benchmark,
but for a much larger and more diverse set of families.
Since the total sums of the performance scores for each
method are very similar to each other, neither method is
clearly superior to the other (the total for GeMMA is
2.8% higher than that for SCI-PHY). Further, it can be
seen in Figure 7 that family size and family diversity have
no signiﬁcant diﬀerential eﬀect on the two methods.
It is assumed in this benchmark that the often low level
of functional annotation and the probable inaccuracy of
some annotations has an equal eﬀect on the scoring of
both methods. An inadequate level of annotation can
result in a score that is higher than it should be because
errors within clusters are not detected, while incorrect
annotations can result in a score that is lower than it
should be. It is assumed that these eﬀects cancel each
other out to a certain extent in this benchmark.
The Pfam families in this benchmark contain multiple
types of functional annotation in the form of EC numbers,
i.e. multiple subfamilies. Both GeMMA and SCI-PHY are
eﬀective in subdividing the annotated sequences into func-
tionally pure subfamilies (Figure 8). SCI-PHY achieves a
slightly higher proportion of functionally pure subfamilies
overall ( 3.1%).
Example results for a Pfam family. Pfam family PF03372
is a moderately large family in the Pfam benchmark,
described in Pfam as an Endonuclease/Exonuclease/
phosphatase family, and contains 4955 sequences in the
Pfam-A full alignment. This family was not used to train
GeMMA nor is it homologous to any of the SFLD
superfamilies and thus is chosen to illustrate, in additional
detail, the results of GeMMA analysis on a Pfam family.
Nineteen diﬀerent four-level EC numbers are assigned to
this family in Gene3D: 2.1.1.14, 2.5.1.6, 2.7.1.33, 2.7.7.49,
3.1.1.29, 3.1.11.2, 3.1.11.6, 3.1.13.4, 3.1.21.1, 3.1.3.n1,
3.1.3.8, 3.1.3.25, 3.1.3.36, 3.1.3.56, 3.1.4.3, 3.1.4.12,
4.2.1.51, 4.2.99.18 and 6.3.5.2. GeMMA achieves a perfor-
mance score of 80.75 (purity=70%, edit distance=33,
VI distance=0.70), while SCI-PHY achieves a perfor-
mance score of 69.25 (purity=71%, edit distance=113,
VI distance=2.56). GeMMA produces 560 subfamilies of
which 339 are singletons, while SCI-PHY produces 1028
subfamilies of which 648 are singletons.
In several cases, GeMMA and SCI-PHY display
examples of ‘wrongly’ merging the same two types of
functions. This happens for 3.1.3.36 and 3.1.3.56, i.e.
two phosphoric monoester hydrolases with diﬀerent
substrate speciﬁcities. Another example is the merging of
3.1.4.3 and 3.1.4.12, i.e. two phosphoric diester hydrolases
with diﬀerent substrate speciﬁcities. A third case is the
merging of 3.1.11.2 with 3.1.11.6, i.e. two exodeoxyribo-
nucleases producing 50-phosphomonoesters, again with
diﬀerent speciﬁcities. Finally, both methods merge
3.1.11.2 with 4.2.99.18, i.e. exodeoxyribonuclease III
with DNA-(apurinic or apyrimidinic site) lyase.
In other cases, only one of the two methods merges
sequences of diﬀerent function. SCI-PHY merges the
single instance of 2.5.1.6 (methionine adenosyltransferase)
with instances of 3.1.3.56 (inositol-polyphosphate
5-phosphatase) while GeMMA does not. On the other
hand, GeMMA displays examples of merging 3.1.3.n1
(another phosphoric monoester hydrolase with diﬀerent
substrate speciﬁcity) with both 3.1.3.36 and 3.1.3.56,
while SCI-PHY does not. It also sometimes merges
3.1.11.2 with 4.2.99.18 as well as 3.1.11.6 (exodeoxyri-
bonuclease VII) with 4.2.99.18 while SCI-PHY does not.
As can be seen for both methods from the above
analysis, in most cases where diﬀerent EC numbers are
merged in a subfamily the diﬀerence in the enzyme
reaction is a shift in substrate speciﬁcity rather than a
more signiﬁcant shift in enzyme type or mechanism of
action. As well as showing in greater detail the result of
GeMMA analysis on a Pfam family, this example also
supports the possible application of SCI-PHY to
GeMMA subfamilies in the analysis of Gene3D
superfamilies (where SCI-PHY cannot be used directly
on the whole superfamily). In some cases, SCI-PHY
may be able to untangle functions that GeMMA has
merged together.
Inheritance of annotations. Inheritance of functional
annotations signiﬁcantly increases the annotation
coverage of families in the Pfam benchmark (Figure 9).
Both SCI-PHY and GeMMA show the advantage of
using more sophisticated methods of protein function
Table 4. Number of clusters generated by SCI-PHY, GeMMA with a
generalized E-value cut-oﬀ (GeMMA generalized), and GeMMA with
superfamily-speciﬁc E-value cut-oﬀs (GeMMA speciﬁc) in the SFLD
benchmark
Superfamily Method Clusters Singletons
Amidohydrolase SCI-PHY 638 364
GeMMA generalized 120 70
GeMMA speciﬁc 304 132
Crotonase SCI-PHY 320 149
GeMMA generalized 223 165
GeMMA speciﬁc 223 165
Enolase SCI-PHY 201 75
GeMMA generalized 65 40
GeMMA speciﬁc 143 84
Haloacid dehalogenase SCI-PHY 332 181
GeMMA generalized 445 406
GeMMA speciﬁc 188 136
Terpene cyclase SCI-PHY 22 1
GeMMA generalized 5 0
GeMMA speciﬁc 89 55
Vicinal oxygen chelate SCI-PHY 302 163
GeMMA generalized 361 307
GeMMA speciﬁc 146 90
The number of these clusters that are singletons (clusters with only one
member) is also given.
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Figure 5. Purity, edit distance and VI distance for FS-GeMMA and HT-GeMMA as the SFLD benchmark is progressively extended from SFLD whole
protein to SFLD-Gene3D domain to Gene3D domain sequences. SFLD functional annotations are used throughout with no extra annotations being
used in the Gene3D benchmark. Note that the high-throughput method HT-GeMMA is necessary to analyse the (large) Gene3D benchmark sets.
Table 5. Performance scores for FS-GeMMA and HT-GeMMA (using superfamily-speciﬁc thresholds) as the benchmark is progressively extended
from SFLD to SFLD-Gene3D to Gene3D
Superfamily Method and data set Performance
score
Amidohydrolase FS-GeMMA SFLD 92.77
FS-GeMMA SFLD-Gene3D 91.08
HT-GeMMA SFLD-Gene3D 92.29
HT-GeMMA Gene3D 91.10
Crotonase FS-GeMMA SFLD 88.25
FS-GeMMA SFLD-Gene3D 90.87
HT-GeMMA SFLD-Gene3D 90.42
HT-GeMMA Gene3D 87.85
Enolase FS-GeMMA SFLD 90.59
FS-GeMMA SFLD-Gene3D 90.80
HT-GeMMA SFLD-Gene3D 90.88
HT-GeMMA Gene3D 90.14
Haloacid dehalogenase FS-GeMMA SFLD 98.28
FS-GeMMA SFLD-Gene3D 94.83
HT-GeMMA SFLD-Gene3D 95.63
HT-GeMMA Gene3D 92.41
Vicinal oxygen chelate FS-GeMMA SFLD 84.38
FS-GeMMA SFLD-Gene3D 82.95
HT-GeMMA SFLD-Gene3D 82.53
HT-GeMMA Gene3D 77.24
Nucleic AcidsResearch, 2010, Vol.38,No. 3 731prediction than using a safe pair wise sequence identity
cut-oﬀ. The greater sensitivity of GeMMA compared to
SCI-PHY allows for greater annotation coverage.
Comparative protein structure modelling
This analysis is conducted to help select target subfamilies
for structure determination by MCSG in PSI-2. It is not
performed using SCI-PHY since the superfamilies of
predicted CATH domains are too large and diverse to
construct a single accurate multiple sequence alignment
for each superfamily (a necessary prerequisite for SCI-
PHY analysis). For most of the superfamilies compara-
tive modelling coverage is signiﬁcantly greater within
GeMMA subfamilies than it is within S30 clusters.
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and SCI-PHY in the Pfam benchmark (GeMMA score minus SCI-
PHY score) versus (a) family size and (b) family diversity. Family diver-
sity is calculated as the number of 30% sequence identity multi-linkage
clusters in the family.
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732 Nucleic Acids Research, 2010,Vol. 38,No. 3Almost all models generated within S30 clusters are
assessed as being of good quality using the GA341 score
but only a slightly lower proportion of models are assessed
as being of good quality within GeMMA subfamilies
(Figure 10). In the case of superfamily 3.90.228.10,
GeMMA coverage is more than 15 times >S30 coverage
while the proportion of good models is 99.8% compared
to 100%.
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Nucleic AcidsResearch, 2010, Vol.38,No. 3 733S30 clusters are often used to assess the impact on mod-
elling coverage that determining an experimental structure
would have or to determine the number of structures
that would be needed to provide total modelling
coverage of a superfamily. Here, however, we propose
the use of GeMMA subfamilies instead, since the use of
S30 clusters can signiﬁcantly underestimate the impact of
a structure and overestimate the number of structures that
are needed for total coverage. A further advantage
of GeMMA subfamilies is that they correspond well
to functional subfamilies and could thus help provide a
structure for each function within a superfamily at a lower
cost to the structural genomics initiative. Some of the
superfamilies presented here already have quite good
modelling coverage. Greater than 60% modelling
coverage of the whole 3.30.930.10 superfamily is found
using GeMMA. The coverage of other superfamilies
could be greatly improved by identifying the largest
GeMMA subfamilies that contain no experimentally
solved structure and then targeting members of these
subfamilies. A reﬁnement of the targeting might be the
selection of interesting or unknown functions associated
with the subfamilies.
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APPENDIX
Benchmark measures
GeMMA is applied to a benchmark similar to that used
by Brown et al. (36). The following equations and large
parts of the explanatory text are thus directly taken from
this publication.
Purity. Purity is the percentage of subfamilies within
which all annotated members are annotated with the
same function. A 100% purity may be attained trivially
by having each sequence in a separate subfamily and so
only subfamilies with at least two annotated members are
included in the calculation of purity.
Edit distance. Edit distance is the number of split or merge
operations that are required to transform the computed
subfamilies (the predicted partition) into the subfamilies
that correspond to the available functional annotations
(the reference partition). The edit distance between a ref-
erence and a predicted partition with clusters k and k0,
respectively, is calculated as
Edit ¼ 2
X
k,k0
rk,k0
 !
  K   K0
where rk,k0 equals 1 if clusters k and k0 have items in
common, and zero otherwise, and k and k0 are the
number of clusters in each partition.
VI distance. Given two partitions, the VI distance
measures the amount of information in each partition
that is not shared between them. It is calculated as
VI ¼ HðSÞþHðS0Þ 2IðS;S0Þ
where H is the entropy of a partition and I is the mutual
information between two partitions:
HS ðÞ ¼
X K
k¼1
nk
N
log
nk
N
IS ,S0 ðÞ ¼
X K
k¼1
X K
k0¼1
nk,k0
N
log
nk,k0
N
Here, nk is the number of items in cluster k of partition S,
nk,k0 is the number of overlapping items between cluster k
in partition S and cluster k0 in partition S0, K and K0 are
the total number of clusters in the partitions S and S0,
respectively, and N is the total number of items in the
set. Identical partitions will have both an edit and VI
distance of zero.
Both Edit distance and VI distance penalize over-
division as well as mixing of subtypes, but the edit
distance penalizes over-division of subtypes proportion-
ately more than joining a few subtypes into large
clusters. These two are analogous to sensitivity or recall,
while purity is analogous to precision or speciﬁcity. The
VI distance takes cluster size into account, and errors in
large clusters (aﬀecting many sequences) contribute more
to the distance than errors in small clusters.
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When very large superfamilies are analyzed using HT-
GeMMA, the memory requirements for storing an
all-v-all matrix of proﬁle–proﬁle comparisons to be
performed can be prohibitively large. This can be
avoided by pre-clustering the sequences to reduce the
initial number of clusters for HT-GeMMA analysis
(Figures 2 and 11). This also reduces the time required
by HT-GeMMA to converge on the ﬁnal set of clusters.
Gene3D S30 clusters are currently chosen as the starting
point for pre-clustering. These are multi-linkage clusters
constructed with a 30% sequence identity cut-oﬀ follow-
ing an all-v-all pair wise comparison of sequences in a
Gene3D superfamily. A simpliﬁed example is presented
here to illustrate the reduction in the total number of
comparisons that can be achieved by pre-clustering.
Steps in the example are numbered in Figure 11.
Pre-clustering
The all-v-all comparison of 50000 sequences would
require 1249975000 comparisons [(50000 49999)/2] or
nearly one and a quarter billion comparisons before any
merging is performed. However, if these sequences were
already clustered in Gene3D into 5000 S30 clusters each
containing 10 sequences and FS-GeMMA (Figure 1) were
used to analyse each S30 cluster then the total number of
comparisons in the initial FS-GeMMA iterations would
become 225000 comparisons [5000 (10 9)/2], which is
a relatively manageable number (see steps 1 and 2 in
Figure 11). FS-GeMMA usually requires multiple
iterations so more comparisons than this would actually
be performed but subsequent iterations require fewer
comparisons and the total number of comparisons
would still be relatively small. Not all sequences within
a Gene3D S30 cluster necessarily have the same func-
tion and so FS-GeMMA when applied to the 5000
S30 clusters in this simpliﬁed example might typically
produce 10000 GeMMA clusters (an average of
two GeMMA clusters per S30 cluster; see step 3 in
Figure 11).
Sequences associated with the same molecular function
are often found in diﬀerent Gene3D S30 clusters so further
analysis is required to merge together GeMMA clusters
with the same function but HT-GeMMA analysis can now
commence on the compute cluster with just 10000 input
clusters rather than the initial 50000 (see steps 3–6 in
Figure 11). The all-v-all comparison of 10000 clusters
would require 49995000 comparisons [(10,000 9,999)/2]
or nearly 50 million comparisons. By commencing with
10000 rather than 50000 clusters there is a 25-fold reduc-
tion in the number of comparisons that need to be stored
in memory when HT-GeMMA commences and a
signiﬁcantly shorter run time. A very stringent 1 10
 80
E-value cut-oﬀ is used for FS-GeMMA in the pre-
clustering step since it is important at this stage to avoid
merging together any sequences associated with diﬀerent
functions before a superfamily wide all-v-all comparison is
performed using HT-GeMMA.
HT-GeMMA clustering
HT-GeMMA must now undertake an all-v-all comparison
of the 10000 starting clusters to determine which clusters
are functionally related and should be merged. A further
strategy is employed to avoid performing the full
49995000 comparisons. Randomly selected batches of
clusters are sent to each processor for all-v-all proﬁle-
proﬁle comparison at the start of each iteration (steps
4–6 in Figure 11). The full 49995000 comparisons are
not performed in the ﬁrst iteration but rather just a
subset, and similar clusters are merged so that there is a
smaller total number of clusters remaining to select from
for the next iteration.
Setting the HT-GeMMA batch size
The number of comparisons performed in each iteration is
determined by the batch size, i.e. the number of
comparisons that are selected for each batch that is sent
to each processor. This is an adjustable parameter that
depends on the total number of processors that are avail-
able in the compute cluster. For most of this work, 60
processors are available and the batch size is set to
30000 (see step 4 in Figure 11). When the total number
of comparisons for the whole data set is no more than
1800000 (60 30000), an all-v-all comparison of the
whole data set is accomplished in the ﬁrst iteration. A
total of 1800000 comparisons corresponds to an all-v-
all comparison of no more than 1897 clusters. However,
for the 10000 starting clusters in this worked example up
to about 28 iterations (49995000/1800000) might be
required to achieve all-v-all comparison of the whole
data set (see step 5 in Figure 11). An additional speed
up is achieved with each iteration since merging clusters
results in a reduction in the total number of clusters and
hence in the total number of comparisons remaining to
be completed in subsequent iterations (see step 6 in
Figure 11). Some of the comparisons that would have
needed to be performed no longer need to be performed.
Automatically setting the number of batches of
comparisons sent to each processor in the compute
cluster at the start of each iteration to be equal to the
number of processors in the compute cluster reduces the
waiting time between iterations (step 4 in Figure 11). As
the GeMMA sequence clusters vary signiﬁcantly in size,
randomization of the pairs of clusters to be compared in
each batch is used to even the load on the processors as
well as provide an eﬃcient sampling of pairs. Updated lists
of all previously completed comparisons (written by
scripts executing on the nodes) are read before
commencing each iteration (except, of course, the ﬁrst iter-
ation; see step 5 in Figure 11). In this way, no comparisons
need to be repeated. If the number of possible batches is
less than the number of processors (e.g. during the ﬁnal
iterations before convergence on a high E-value cut-oﬀ,
when the total number of clusters is small) then not all
processors are used.
There is a potential problem associated with setting the
batch size to a value that is too low. If an iteration
completes before the all-v-all comparison of the whole
data set had been achieved without any pairs being
736 Nucleic Acids Research, 2010,Vol. 38,No. 3found with a suﬃciently similar score then HT-GeMMA
would terminate prematurely. For this reason it is neces-
sary to set the batch size to a suﬃciently large value so that
the whole data set is sampled. It is found for the largest
data sets analyzed in this work that a batch size of 30000
is adequate to ensure that an all-v-all comparison is
achieved in the ﬁrst stage of HT-GeMMA with an
E-value cut-oﬀ of 1 10
 80 even when the matrix of all-
v-all comparisons is quite sparse in terms of the number of
clusters that have a similarity with a signiﬁcance better
than this cut-oﬀ, i.e. there may be only a small number
of merges per iteration but never zero merges prior to
convergence of the whole data set.
A smaller value for the batch size could be chosen for a
compute cluster with more processors. If too few
comparisons are available to allocate the batch size
number of comparisons to each processor, HT-GeMMA
automatically adjusts the batch size to equal the total
number of comparisons divided by the number of
processors. A large batch size also reduces the communi-
cation overhead on the compute cluster. This needs to be
balanced against the speed up that is achieved, by keeping
the batch size small enough for there to be multiple
iterations leading to merges and a reduction in the
number of pairs before the all-v-all comparison of the
whole data set has been achieved, as described above.
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